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(54) Title: DIRECTIONAL LOUDSPEAKER

(57) Abstract: The present invention discloses directional loudspeaker at least comprising: a loudspeaker cabinet comprising: a folded
horn with a length of minimum one quarter of a wavelength, λ, and the hom mouth opening is asymmetrically placed in a front baffle
providing a physical delay between the different wraparound pathways to the rear side of the loudspeaker cabinet; one or more driver
speakers loading the hom with an open rear chamber, the open rear chamber having at least two opening pathways with a distance there
between providing a physical delay of a rear wave, the loudspeaker cabinet provides at least four pathways for in phase and out of phase
signals, at least two pathways for the out of phase signal and at least two pathways for the in phase signal amplified by the hom.

Directional loudspeaker

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a directional loudspeaker.
Background Art

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the field of professional, studio,

cinema and high performance audio reproduction and the ability to control
directivity; and, more particularly concerns infrabass, bass, midbass and
midrange in scenarios where typically the speaker cabinet size is smaller
than the wavelengths reproduced by the loudspeaker.
[0003] In the field of professional sound reinforcement there is a large need to be

able to control directivity to avoid excessive sound levels where it is not
needed. With controlled directivity it is possible to play loud towards

spectators without disturbing the environment surrounding the event area.
Another important aspect is increased feedback resistance when
microphones are involved. The ability to achieve a more even frequency
response over a larger area is also something that can be obtained by
controlling and reduce overlap zones from different loudspeaker positions.
[0004] Early sound systems obtained controlled directivity towards low

frequencies by their sheer size vs wavelengths while modern sound
systems typically are based around smaller modules and signal
processing to get the desired directivity.
[0005] The typical high performance large standalone horn speakers from the

1920’s through the 1980’s typically used large horn mouths and
sometimes extra baffle walls to get directivity down towards low
frequencies.
[0006] Large sound reinforcement low frequency systems from the 1970’s

through today often use a building block design by making a large
subwoofer stack out of smaller modules where the combined total baffle
size enables low frequency controlled directivity.
[0007] From about the 2000’s array technology known from antenna theory,

seismic, wave field synthesis and ultrasound beamforming has been

transferred to professional sound reproduction. However the most typical
use cases involves simple configurations like; gradient arrays or static end

fire arrays. Gradient arrays typically uses different signal processing for
each element in the array to achieve a cardioid dispersion pattern. The

result is great with regards to dispersion control but the impulse response
is stretched and sound quality suffers so much that most high level sound

engineers have this option as a last resort. A slightly better version of this
uses a 2:1 configuration of the concept where two drivers are pointing

forwards and one driver is pointing rearwards, in this configuration the rear
wave contribution in the front is 6dB less and the impulse response stretch
is thus less audible. The static version of this 2:1 concept has a small

usable bandwidth of about one octave where the dispersion pattern is a
cardioid or close to a cardioid. Fully passive cardioid subwoofers with two
bass reflex elements in one speaker cabinet put into a specific

configuration is also something that is in use.
[0008] End fire array is in another league with regards to sound quality and all

elements of such an array combines in phase at the front of the array while
they combine in chaotic phase and level on the rear side thus achieving
rear cancellation. The drawback with this solution is the depth of the array
which needs to be very deep, typically 4m or more with regard to low
frequencies for a static array configuration. Four or more modules in the
array is the minimum and the industry standard for good performance.
Adaptive end fire arrays with a lot of headroom per element can be
configured with less depth for equally good performance, but a highly
competent system engineer will be needed to operate such an array or
calculations have to be done upfront.
Disclosure of Invention

[0009] It is one object of the invention to provide a loudspeaker system which do
not suffer from the problems indicated above. By introducing a directional

loudspeaker at least comprising: a loudspeaker cabinet containing a folded
horn with a length of minimum one quarter of the longest wavelength to be

reproduced, λ, and the horn mouth opening asymmetrically placed in the
front baffle providing a physical delay between the different wraparound

pathways to the rear side of the loudspeaker cabinet, a driver loading the
horn with an open rear chamber, the open rear chamber having at least

two opening pathways with a distance in between providing a physical
delay of the rear wave. Said configuration providing at least four pathways
for the in phase and out of phase signals, at least two pathways for the out
of phase signal and at least two pathways for the in phase signal amplified
by the horn, the at least four pathways providing physically different sound
levels and delays with regards to a measurement point behind the
loudspeaker cabinet on axis. The combination of these signals providing
directionality making a sub cardioid dispersion pattern with 3-1 8dB sound
level decrease with typically 6-1 2dB decrease on the rear side of the
loudspeaker cabinet over its operating frequency range.
[001 0] Other advantageous features will be apparent from the accompanying

claims.
Brief Description of Drawings
[001 1] Following is a brief description of the drawings in order to make the

invention more readily understandable, the discussion that follows will
refer to the accompanying drawings, in which
[0012] Fig. 1 shows front of a loudspeaker cabinet, front driver open rear
chamber in centre of baffle, horn mouth opening with hexagon
reinforcement in lower left corner,
[001 3] Fig. 2 shows section view cut with the centre plane of the loudspeaker

cabinet showing the horn path from the magnet side of the drivers towards
the horn opening in the lower left corner,
[0014] Fig. 3 shows front of the loudspeaker cabinet with hidden edges visible,
[001 5] Fig. 4 shows rear side of loudspeaker cabinet with rear driver in centre of

rear plate, open rear chamber,
[0016] Fig. 5 shows a section view from the rear side cut with the centre plane
showing horn path from the driver magnet side to the horn mouth opening
in the lower right corner, and

[0017] Fig. 6 shows a loudspeaker cabinet seen from the front, the interior of the
loudspeaker cabinet is shown with a rear driver speaker, and an interior
horn is shown with its inner and outer walls.
Detailed description of the Invention

[0018] In the following it is firstly disclosed general embodiments in accordance to
the present invention, thereafter particular exemplary embodiments will be
described. Where possible reference will be made to the accompanying
drawings and where possible using reference numerals in the drawings. It
shall be noted however that the drawings are exemplary embodiments
only and other features and embodiments may well be within the scope of
the invention as described.
[0019] In the following description it will be adhered to the definitions below:
•

Loudspeaker cabinet, is a cabinet for a directional loudspeaker 10
according to the present invention excluding active elements and
terminals 4 1 .

[0020] The present invention provides a new concept to directional loudspeakers,
an option that could be used with or without any dedicated signal

processing for directional control. In addition the invention has everything
needed in each module for directional control given by the physical design,
thus providing a simple solution without the large size, processing and
need for multiple elements of prior art.

[0021] To achieve directional control in a loudspeaker cabinet where the baffle
size is smaller than the wavelengths it is reproducing a novel concept is
presented: One or several drivers load the acoustic front side into a folded
horn that has a length of minimum one quarter of the longest wavelength

to be reproduced - a quarter-wave horn - with a horn mouth opening at the

exterior of the cabinet, the acoustic front side of the drivers representing
the input signal from an amplifier device, the acoustic rear side of this
driver or drivers have their rear acoustic output which is the out of phase
input signal from the amplifier device in an open or resistive rear chamber
with at least two different pathways into free air outside the loudspeaker
cabinet. By designing in the horn mouth asymmetrically placed on the

baffle the sound that wrap around the loudspeaker cabinet from the horn
mouth will have at least two different length pathways around the

loudspeaker cabinet, and by adding the lower level out of phase rear wave
of the driver or drivers coming from at least two different pathways the
combined wave on the rear side of the loudspeaker cabinet will have
significantly decreased level compared to the front wave. Depending on
the design a broad band level decrease within the operating range in the
amount of 3-1 8dB for the on axis rear wave compared to the on axis front
wave has been calculated.
[0022] The level and positioning of the direct radiating paths can be tuned with

resistive material and/or geometrical positioning and/or shape of the
pathways. The horn mouth opening positioning in the loudspeaker cabinet
can be used to tune the path lengths and number of pathways around the

loudspeaker cabinet for the wraparound sound.
[0023] An example embodiment of said directional loudspeaker cabinet: Two

drivers with open back rear chambers meeting free air mounted on the
front and rear centreline of the loudspeaker cabinet, driving a folded horn
with the horn mouth asymmetrically placed in the front baffle. In this
configuration the rear wave on axis consists of four sound sources
combining; source one starting at 0ms is the rear driver open chamber,
source two is the front driver open chamber with approximately 3ms
physical delay caused by wrapping sound around the loudspeaker cabinet,
source four is the horns short pathway wrapping around the loudspeaker
cabinet which is delayed by approximately 15ms, source four is the horns
long pathway wrapping around the loudspeaker cabinet which is delayed

by approximately 18ms.

[0024] On the front side the sound pressure from the horn is significantly louder

than from any of the drivers open rear chambers since the drivers combine
into the horn with their acoustic front sides and are physically far apart on

the outside of the loudspeaker cabinet with their acoustic rear sides.
[0025] A prototype of this example embodiment has been measured and the

average level decrease of the rear wave within the operating range of 23-

100Hz was about 7dB with no signal processing involved for a standalone
unit.

[0026]

Claims

1. A directional loudspeaker at least comprising:
a) a loudspeaker cabinet comprising:
i.

a folded horn with a length of minimum one quarter of a
wavelength, where the wavelength is the longest wavelength the
loudspeaker cabinet is configured to reproduce, λ , and the horn
mouth opening is asymmetrically placed in a front baffle providing
a physical delay of sound waves between the different
wraparound pathways to the rear side of the loudspeaker cabinet;

ii.

one or more driver speakers loading the horn with an open rear
chamber, the open rear chamber having at least two opening
pathways with a distance there between providing a physical
delay of a rear sound wave,

iii. the loudspeaker cabinet provides at least four pathways for in

phase and out of phase signals, at least two pathways for the out
of phase signal and at least two pathways for the in phase signal
amplified by the horn.
2 . Directional loudspeaker according to claim 1, where the loudspeaker cabinet

comprises two driver speakers loading the horn.
3 . Directional loudspeaker according to claim 1, where the loudspeaker cabinet

comprises multiple driver speakers loading the horn.
4 . Directional loudspeaker according to any of the claims 1 - 3 , where the

loudspeaker cabinet further comprises at least one resistive rear chamber path.
5 . Directional loudspeaker according to claim 1 - 3 , where the loudspeaker

cabinet further comprises two or more resistive rear chamber paths.
6.

Directional loudspeaker according to claim 1 - 3 , where the loudspeaker
cabinet further comprises resistive rear chamber paths for all rear chamber
paths.
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